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To every single person who had a hand in making my faerie world 

come to life. I would not be here without you.



1. BEFoRE The faLL
(Unknown-1014 B.T.F.)

T
he balance of the world has invariably been kept by magic 

since its creation. For magic has been and will evermore remain at the 

heart of  all that exists.

Mother Earth has gifted magic to those She deems worthy. Many inhabitants 

throughout time have possessed such gifts. All have failed in their duty to wield 

magic’s powers to provide peace and balance to all those who have claimed 

Vvellion as their home. For behold, without magic and those who brandish it, 

mass chaos would plague the world. Such entropy would be the extinction of  

all living things, causing Mother Earth to cease existing, and Mother Earth shall 

not cease to exist. Not until the end of  time, which is never.

At the dawn of  humankind, Mother Earth gifted magic to all—instead of  

Her coveted select from times past—as a way to create equality among men 

and women to regulate Her gift. All had access to this blessing, yet all were not 

worthy to tap into Her powers. However, the most elite of  said humans who 
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were able to possess magic came together to form a colony of  their own. Thus, 

creating witch colonies.

These witches—otherwise known as Magna Magia—built a magnificent 

magical city at the center of  a land most choice among Vvellion: a land at the 

heart of  a vast jungle. Magna Magia thrived for many centuries, keeping to 

themselves and abiding by no law. Greed, envy, and much pride set in. Magic 

became contentious and dangerous. Magna Magia abused such magic. The ex-

tinction of  witchcraft and wizardry did surely come to pass when the gift Mother 

Earth bestowed upon humankind was taken lightly.

Mother Earth withdrew Herself  from these people, and a civil war broke out 

within Magna Magia. All were slain, save one witch child. This witch child was 

preserved by Mother Earth to prove to all that when Her gift of  magic is taken 

lightly, She will rid Vvellion of  the wicked and start anew so that balance can 

again be restored.

With only Mother Earth as his guide, the remaining child of  Magna Magia 

grew to an old age in solitude, where he was taught proper magic outside of  the 

ways of  his lost people.

In his old age, the Last Witch grew lonely and wished for kin of  his own. 

Mother Earth obliged, and the Child of  Magna Magia used ceremonial magic 

to create a new species altogether: Faeriekind.

This is the beginning of  my tale.
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2. WoRD FROM The SPIriT

B
efoRE i continue my account, I must relay that I write to 

spare my people of  any shame. I write to bring to light all that has since 

been kept in darkness.

Behold, thenceforth I make an abridgement of  the historical findings I have 

discovered from my travels across Vvellion, both in this world and without it. For 

the purpose of  this very book is due to my discovery of  one small journal written 

by a male human who was angered at the loss of  one he loved so dearly. This loss 

was the death of  the already mentioned Last Witch. His words were beguiling 

and false. He was mad with grief  and set out to change the course of  our faerie 

history in his madness, or so it seemed.

Beware, this cannot be. I have been sent to right this wrong so that history 

will not again repeat itself.

For all intents and purposes, the story before you has been—as I have stated 

previously—abridged by my own hand. I have traveled to the four corners of  
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Vvellion for the truth. I have read, reread, revised, and searched within the 

scrolls, scripts, plates, and etchings of  my people. I bring them to you now, the 

reader of  these pages, so that my people will not go down in history as a grave 

mistake, abomination, evil, or similar unsavory categorizations. History will not 

repeat itself.

I have seen in a vision the coming forth of  this book. For it will guide its 

reader in work, in terrain, and in secret combinations to fulfill their purpose of  

breath. I speak to you, for much is contained in these very pages before you, and 

as your journey persists, you will find more than meets the eye.

That is all I shall share at the moment. For my next words shall be but a 

warning: thou shalt not let this book slip into the hands of  any who shall not be 

worthy. For these very words are enchanted to open eyes, unclog ears, loosen lips, 

broaden minds, and open the hearts of  any who partake of  this truth. And with 

this truth will come great danger if  procured by the wrong persons. The neces-

sity to write more than this truth in its entirety remains unwarranted. What will 

be written thenceforth is all you, my dear reader, need to know. Oh, be wise with 

this knowledge I have shared—need I say a thing more?

Mother Earth’s will be done, and my Spirit be with thee.



3. CREAtioNDAY
(1014 B.T.F)

L
ong ago, theRE lived an old witch who never had the chance 

to have children of  his own. To have children was the deepest desire of  

his heart.

Thus, on the day the monthly moon and Prime Moon were at their fullest—

for his magical gifts could not stand alone, and with the help of  both moons at 

their fullest, they contained the power needed to succeed at such a creation—the 

Last Witch decided to take action. Through the aid of  Mother Earth’s direction, 

the witch created children of  his own before he went the way of  the earth.

While learning the ways of  the elements, the witch felt a deep connection 

with them throughout his life. Mother Earth had taught him well; hence, the 

Child of  Magna Magia decided to use each element as the very core of  each of  

his own children. Three was his goal: earth, fire, and water.

Many writings of  the events of  this night have been found, though whether the 
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exact truth is among them remains to be seen. Many findings have told of  none 

other under Prime Moon. As if  this magician worked alone. I only speak of  my 

findings’ truth by way of  a small journal that alludes to another present at the 

time of  his creations: his lover, a human man. But I digress. Let us keep to the 

story as I have learned it.

First came earth, the strongest and most stubborn of  all the elements.

The Last Witch collected a small pile of  soil from the woods just a short way 

off from where his cottage stood. He wandered back to his home, locked the 

door behind him—so as to not disrupt the uncontrollable flow of  magic he was 

about to partake in—and place the small mound of  earth at the very center of  

his living quarters.

All the while, his human lover attended to the cupboards to fetch a number 

of  handcrafted candles. Using the candles, he created a circle around the col-

lected earth with the Last Witch at its center, where he sat with the dirt before 

him. The lover lit the candles. The magician closed his eyes and began his incan-

tation, calling on Mother Earth and the power of  the two full moons.

“A mháthair a chara an domhain, iarraim ort leanbh a chruthú ón ithir 

noafa seo in ainm na draíochta.” The manlover recalled him whispering a new 

language he had never before heard. 

The witch then pricked his finger with a pin to draw a single drop of  blood. 

He let it fall to the mound of  soil, then healed his finger, making it whole again.

Immediately, the air around him picked up and created a draft in the room. 

The earth mound began to move and take shape.

There was a brilliant flash of  white light and a bang like that of  thunder. In 

the next moment, a child lay before him: a daughter.

The Ancient One thanked Mother Earth and released the flow of  his magic 

back to Her.

The human man picked up their newly created daughter, whose skin was 
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hard, cold, and smooth as stone. He used a small blanket from the cupboard 

to swaddle the baby girl. The witch blessed his new daughter with the name of  

Sabín before his lover laid the child to rest in a small makeshift bed.

Second came fire, the most passionate and unpredictable of  the elements.

The Child of  Magna Magia broke the circle and left to search the woods a 

second time in order to find the smoothest stone he could, all the while connect-

ing himself  to Mother Earth for energy. This took some time, but eventually, he 

found one to his liking and made his way back to his cottage.

Once there, he locked the door and sat at the center of  the candles once 

more. The human closed the circle and lit the candles in the same manner as 

the first time.

The witch placed the smooth rock before him and—with the snap of  his 

fingers—conjured up a small flame. He set it at the center of  the stone. Once 

the flame was still and controlled through the flow of  his magic, the Last Witch 

chanted the proper incantation.

“A mháthair a chara an domhain, iarraim ort leanbh a chruthú ón tine noafa 

seo in ainm na draíochta.”

The witch breathed and pricked his finger. A drop of  blood landed on the 

smooth rock at the flame’s center, causing a gale of  wind. He healed his finger 

as the flame swallowed the stone on which it stood, grew more extensive, and 

began to morph into a familiar shape. There was another flash of  light and a 

clap of  thunder.

The witch looked down into the fiery amber eyes of  his second child, a son. 

He thanked Mother Earth and released his magic.

The manlover snuffed the candles and wrapped their new son in a blanket. 

The Ancient One blessed his son with the name Calbír and laid him next to his 

sister.

Last came water, the element most abundant in wisdom and healing.

For the last time, the witch wandered the woods. In his hands he held a small 
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wooden bowl and went down to the nearby stream of  spring water. Using the 

bowl, he scooped up a bit of  water and carried it carefully back to the cottage, 

making sure not to spill a single drop.

He sat at the center of  lit candles and placed the wooden bowl of  spring 

water before him.

“A mháthair a chara an domhain, iarraim ort leanbh a chruthú ón uisce no-

afa seo in ainm na draíochta.” The Child of  Magna Magia repeated the spell for 

the final time. He pricked his finger and let a drop of  blood splash into the water. 

The wind brewed, knocking the bowl over, spilling its contents onto the floor.

The water began to move and form the shape of  another child. The room 

flashed, and there was an infant where the water had once been: another daugh-

ter.

Except…thunder didn’t accompany the flash of  white, for two steps were 

overlooked in his excitement to finish his goal: one, he did not lock the door, and 

two, he did not heal the wound in his finger.

The Ancient One grew worried and looked around his cottage as the second 

daughter began to cry. The wind picked up a fourth time, bursting through the 

unlocked door much stronger and with purpose. It swirled, creating a whirlwind 

within the circle of  candles.

The witch moved to pick up his third child when another drop of  blood 

came from the open wound he forgot to heal. The wind acquired the drop of  

blood in its vortex next to the water child.

There was a loud noise like thunder, and as the whirlwind shrank to a fa-

miliar size, a fourth child appeared next to the third: a second son from the 

all-powerful knowledge of  the wind. The witch thanked Mother Earth while 

the manlover locked the door so as to not further their mistakes. He moved to 

extinguish the candle circle.

The Last Witch named his second daughter Elénin, and she had a head 

full of  hair, long and flowing like the stream from whence she was created. The 
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man wrapped their second daughter up and placed her next to the other two 

creations.

At that moment, the fourth child began to cry with a powerful angelic voice, 

ringing throughout the room. Elénin cried along with him.

The witch picked up his second son and blessed him with the name Afet, 

swaddled him tightly, and moved him closer to his other siblings. He placed him 

next to Elénin, and they both ceased their cries instantaneously.

“They are twins!” the witch exclaimed with excitement to his helper.

Grateful that he was given four children instead of  three, they knelt by their 

bedside to give thanks to Mother Earth for the magic’s success and for the mira-

cles She provided. Mother Earth spoke to him and commanded the teaching of  

the old ways of  magic, to pass it along. Magic would then be able to live on once 

the witch met the Ghost of  Death, for the Child of  Magna Magia would not 

have been able to have the family he longed for without the aid of  Mother Earth.

The Child of  Magna Magia looked down upon his four children with so 

much love in his heart. “My beautiful little faeries,” he spoke aloud, then spoke 

the name again in the new language. “Sióg.” Binding it to his creations.

“Faerie. Tá, I believe you four to be faeries. A creature created from magic, 

not born of  humans.”

He was unsure where the word came from but knew its confirmation within 

every fiber of  his being.

And from then on, the existence of  faeriekind was established.



4. GROWING UP faEriE
(1014-1001 B.T.F.)

A
s i continue this faerie Tale and through my further search-

ing of  information, I will have it be known I was unable to find 

anything further mentioning a human lover beyond that night. I 

have found no evidence he followed and remained with this new faerie family. 

Though his tale drops cold, I shall continue to follow the children, for they are 

the protagonists of  my tale.

Within a fortnight of  their creation, the witch gathered his faerie children, a few 

of  his belongings, and departed their home in the jungle to travel across Vvel-

lion. The ancient witch city of  Regnum Magicae within the Tres Mountains was 

their destination. Regnum Magicae was the only other city created by Magna 

Magia. Its construction, rise, and fall took place during the civil war as a way 

for a small group of  witches to distance themselves from the others so as not to 

be disturbed. This group did not agree with the others’ views and wanted to 
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preserve their people. They built up their community over a generation, but to 

no avail, for they were slaughtered for their betrayal. 

Since this community stood far away from the human world in the west, it 

remained the ideal place to live and raise the Ancient One’s new creations. The 

witch wanted to keep his faeries from all other forms of  human life in order to 

protect this new species he’d created from the outside world.

Two years after their arrival in Regnum Magicae, the faerie younglings had 

grown at such an alarming rate that they looked to be nearly “teenagers”—by 

human standards, at the very least—instead of  “toddlers”.

The four siblings were remarkably similar in appearance with each having 

the same bone structure of  a perfectly symmetrical face, almond eyes with de-

fined eyebrows, high cheekbones, a strong jawline, and full lips. They each had 

one extra joint in their fingers than humans, and they also grew taller than the 

average human.

Though they looked similar in appearance, they could not have been more 

different in personality; well, except for Elénin and Afet, otherwise known as the 

twins or Water and Air.

You see, Water and Air were two peas in a pod, cut from the same cloth. 

They were inseparable, causing mischief  around every corner. They were natu-

ral jesters, twins by every meaning of  the word. Taking a gander backward, I 

suppose they may have been able to read each other’s thoughts, see each other’s 

minds. Though I have not found such evidence to back my theory. 

Sabín, or Earth, however, was far more independent and stubborn in her 

ways. She was the most disciplined, intelligent, and grounded. A lover of  the 

earth in its entirety. 

Lastly, Calbír, or Fire, was an emotional soul with quite the temper. Fire’s 

temper was fueled and grew astronomically through the constant bullying from 

his two younger siblings, Air and Water. 
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*

At the young age of  four years since their creation, an example I have found in 

my discovery—I shall translate, as the witch man only taught them to speak the 

new language he created: Faeriean—is as follows:

“Fág mé ar m’aonar!” Fire yelled out to his younger siblings, but they would 

not hear him. “I said leave me alone! I am trying to read! Canst thou not see?! 

Leave me alone or...or...or I will curse thee! Mallacht!”

“Mallacht?” Air asked, turning to his sister.

Water turned to her brother and asked in response, “Curse whom?”

“Who, we? No, he cannot mean we, can he?” Air kept asking, pointing back 

and forth between himself  and his sister, sarcasm dripping from his lips.

“Certainly not,” Water finished. She walked over to Fire, snatched the book 

out of  his hand, ripped it in two, and handed it back to him. She looked him 

dead in the eye. “He certainly does not mean we.” 

Air and Water stalked off arm in arm, and just as they were about to disap-

pear into the wood, Fire yelled after them.

“Thou shalt pay for this! If  it is the last thing I do, thou wilt pay!”

“Oh, shut it. Cal-baby,” Air mocked. They both laughed. Water picked up a 

stick close by and chucked it at Fire.

Fire’s temper grew so scalding hot that the pieces of  the book he was previ-

ously reading burst into flames in his hands. He threw the book with such force 

out of  fear and anger that the two parts collided with the stick in midair, flew 

over Air’s and Water’s heads, and hit the tree behind them.

Fire stood awestruck as the tree he hit immediately burst into flames as well. 

“Athair!” the twins yelled in unison—meaning “father”—and they all ran 

from the scene to find their creator.

As you can now see, through their bullying, the twins pushed Fire’s boundaries 

further than his temper could withstand, and it became uncontrollable. Conse-
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quently showing signs of  magical powers as a defense mechanism.

Fire was the first of  the four to discover the aforementioned magical powers. 

Followed shortly by the twins, and Earth after them. Each wielding the power to 

control their given element, the element that created them.

Now eight years old, the faerie siblings’ growth rate began to slow while their 

magical abilities expanded one hundredfold, surpassing their father’s.

As their creator, being a witch had its advantages, for he taught them the 

old ways of  magic as he himself  had been taught, but his younglings’ elemental 

powers were beyond even his own magical knowledge. His witch magic had its 

limits. It seemed to me Mother Earth favored the faeries, for She saw in them 

much more than that of  Magna Magia She gifted centuries ago.

By the age of  ten, each of  the faerie younglings learned to control their given 

element with such ease and fluidity, they could command their element with a 

mere flick of  their wrist or a snap of  their fingers.

Water could change the current of  the rivers and streams; she could pull 

water from the clouds in the sky. Air could control the wind to his bidding and 

change the currents of  the winds in the sky. He even found he could remove the 

air completely from within a small area of  space. Fire used the sun as his guide 

and could conjure a flame by merely focusing his mind. As long as heat existed, 

he would be able to feel its core, tap into it. Earth manipulated the ground 

beneath her feet to dig ditches, build houses of  stone, and use the earth as a 

weapon of  her choosing, all with the snap of  her fingers or by the tap of  her foot.

Nothing seemed off-limits to them. Though each did show signs of  uncon-

trollability as well. Much to learn, they still had.

Thirteen years after their creation they became fully grown, towering to nearly 

two and a half  meters tall and practically unstoppable where their elemental 
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magic was concerned. Through my readings, they appeared to be unhinged. 

Drunk with power.

The day of  the four faerie siblings’ thirteenth creationday the Child of  Mag-

na Magia gifted them with the greatest gift he felt he could give them in his old 

age. He gifted them each with a crystal, calling them ecocrystals. These crystals 

were crafted by him with Mother Earth and the last bit of  magic he could mus-

ter. This was a way for his children to control their ability to manipulate their 

elements—as I stated, unhinged—and amplify them one thousandfold even still. 

Once they figured out how to tap into the ecocrystal’s full potential, they 

would be able to practice magic so far advanced it was beyond their own com-

prehension. This, however, would be something each of  the faerie children 

would have to figure out on their own.

The ecocrystals replaced their father and creator as their teachers. All else 

be unto Mother Earth.

An account of  his passing—per my translation—is as follows:

“Now you will spend an eternity learning all you can at mine hand and in 

mine memory. I pray to Máthair na Cruinne you will never forget me. Tá grá 

agam duit”—meaning, I love you—“my faerie children,” the witch stated. 

“I shall bind your lives to your ecocrystals,” he continued. “As long as they 

are lit, ye shalt have breath in your lungs. And now, as each of  my children shall 

go about your lives, I shall also bless you with laws of  three to live by. For mine 

people did no such thing. It was their greatest downfall.” 

The witch then spoke the faerie language of  magic to bind their lives to their 

ecocrystals, to bind the three faerie laws to her younglings’ existence. He said, 

“One, above all, never procreate with humans.”

“Father. Did you not have a human lover?” Afet asked.

“My son, I did. However, I am still human with magic. You, my beautiful 

boy, are not human at all. And though they may not pose a physical threat, the 

mixture of  your DNA with theirs could be catastrophic and is better to be left 
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unknown. Do you understand?”

“Yes, father.”

“Good. Now back to the matter at hand. Two, protect humankind. They are 

no threat to you, for you are far superior. Still, proceed with caution. It is your 

responsibility to uphold this law. And three, protect each other no matter the 

cost, for you are the only creations of  your kind.”

Each law was then written in magic through the witch’s new language. 

“One last gift I shall give thee before I go, mine sweet faerie children,” the 

witch continued. “I shall bless thee with a different appearance upon thy skin 

so that all of  Vvellion will know how special thou art to me and to this world.” 

He then said in the new language, “Labhair mé. Mar sin déantar é.” And upon 

finishing, each of  the faerie children fell to the ground in agony. So much so that 

they fainted from the pain.

The day following the celebration of  their thirteenth creationday, the faerie 

children awoke to discover that their skin, in fact, did change because of  their 

creator’s spell. 

Each sibling now had skin of  radiant iridescence, varying in color. Earth’s 

skin now shone the color of  a green lily; Fire shimmered the many oranges and 

reds of  the setting of  the sun; Air’s skin was a pale cloud white with lavender 

undertones that gleamed iridescent in all the colors of  the rainbow; but Water…

was nowhere to be found.

A scream pierced the air, reaching Afet before the others. “This way!” he 

exclaimed to his siblings and led the way toward their home by the river.

Upon arriving, they found Water standing just off the path with her arms ex-

tended. There was a massive noise like the sound of  a hurricane. They rounded 

the corner to find a large sphere of  water encircling their home. It spun around 

and around, destroying all that was inside it.

“Elénin!” Earth yelled over the horrific sound. “What ever art thou doing?” 
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They heard another scream from within the water sphere. “Is—is father in 

there?!”

“I…I was only trying to clean the outside before everyone awakened!” Water 

yelled. “’Twas in haste. I only meant to throw a party for us all in celebration! 

Things grew out of  hand—I do not understand mine ecocrystal—and now I 

cannot stop it! I had no idea father stood inside!”

Fire stepped forward. “Elénin! Stop it now! THOU ART KILLING HIM!” 

Fire shot large balls of  fire toward the circling water, but to no avail.

“I am tryinnnnnng!” Elénin yelled in a long drawn out crescendo before she 

swayed with exhaustion and collapsed to the ground.

Each faerie child attempted to stop the horrific event before them, but none 

were successful. All stood in horror as they watched the large water sphere de-

stroy the home they grew up in. Eventually, the sphere shrunk, slowing to a stop, 

and finally dissipated.

They surveyed the area to find their father’s body among the ruins.

With the loss of  their creator, there was much sorrow and serious contention 

among the four faerie children. Fire and Earth blamed Water for the death of  

their father. Claiming all sorts of  horrible scenarios as truth. Air stood by Water’s 

side, defending her until his last breath, though, even he had his doubt where 

the truth lay.

Many days passed after the burial of  the Last Witch and much of  the city 

of  Regnum Magicae had been destroyed due to the siblings fighting for power 

and privilege. For they each thought they deserved the right to rule and create 

a people of  their own. No agreement could be made that all were pleased with.

They were blanketed in sorrow.

Therefore, after much fighting and debating, they each decided it would 

serve them best if  they took their ecocrystals and went their separate ways. Sabín 

to the Tuar ceatha Jungle, Calbír to the Tirim Desert, and the twins south to 
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An Gleann, heading deep into the unknown land of  Vvellion. Little did they 

know it would be nearly one thousand years before they would set eyes upon one 

another again.



5. AIR loRD
(1001-1 B.T.F.)

A
fet and elenin traveled together south across the Amica 

River and through the plains into unknown lands.

They spent much of  their time journeying southward, taking in 

all that Vvellion had to offer. Since it was their first time leaving their home—to 

their knowledge—they craved to learn all they could as they traveled. Air and 

Water basked in the journey, not the destination since they had not one in mind. 

Though from what I have gathered, Elénin had much of  a hard time enjoying 

the world with what she had done weighing heavy on her mind. Afet tried his 

hardest to uplift her, but he, too, remained burdened by the event that took place 

before their departure. They missed their father.

Upon reaching the edge of  An Gleann, however, Elénin was enamored by 

the presence of  the sea beyond. She was lured to its sound and transfixed by its 

aroma. It was Elénin’s first time seeing such a large body of  water and oh did she 

fall madly in love with it, its beauty and power overtaking all of  her senses. She 
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never knew she needed something so badly until she set her eyes on its massive 

tranquility. Even the loss of  their father grew further from her mind. Afet strived 

for his sister to be happy, thus this is where they decided to settle.

Over the next several decades, Afet and Elénin worked together to construct 

their palace, their place of  refuge. Each found that—with the assistance of  their 

ecocrystal—they could wield their given element as tools to carve into the rock 

of  the nearest mountain. The craftsmanship thereof  was exceedingly fine and 

the outside of  their palace was unlike anything I have ever seen in all of  Vvel-

lion. Though it is all underwater now; I will get to that later. They each contin-

ued to build their home within the mountain, leaving the ornate outer carving 

as their only entrance. However, Afet and Elénin’s new home still sat so far away 

from the sea Elénin longed for.

Elénin spent such long periods of  time away from the home Afet and Elénin 

built together that Afet grew jealous of  Elénin’s love and attention she gave to 

the ocean rather than being by his side. Together. He felt her slipping away and 

longed for their past togetherness. He felt disconnected and unwanted by his 

sister. He felt unworthy. So much so that, one day while Elénin had spent the 

morning swimming with the wildlife and elevating her manipulation of  water 

to her bidding, Afet left their home and all of  his belongings behind. He set his 

sights upward to the top of  the highest peak of  the Fada Mountains, inside the 

clouds.

Climbing high, Afet wanted to distance himself  as much as he could to cut 

Elénin out of  his life forever, severing their connection. He wanted her to feel as 

she made him feel. He wanted her gone. Thus, he climbed as high as he dared 

and settled into a cave near the top of  the mountain, where his jealousy and 

anger for his beloved sister consumed him.

His emotions intensified at an insurmountable rate. His power over the air 

surged, his ecocrystal glowed, causing the winds to change and warp. A terrible 
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storm began to form. Afet knew he was the cause of  said storm, though he knew 

not how.

How could he not know? How could he not feel his magic at work? I spent eons 

formulating my conclusion, thus I shall explain hitherto along this tale, for fi-

nally, I have been able to find the answers I have sought. All in due time.

Jealousy grew to terror as the extent of  the terrible storm surpassed that of  

nature until it was far too much for Afet to bear any further. Afet began craft-

ing the art of  meditation as a way to be rid of  his overpowering jealousy. Many 

days passed before he finally let go of  the loss of  his best friend and, in turn, the 

storm waned.

Then an entirely new pain began to set in.

Sickness swelled inside Afet. A sickness with an immense internal pressure, 

so much so that just as he felt like he would implode, a few ribs on each side of  

his upper back burst outward, protruding to the sky. Afet doubled over from the 

pain. He reached for his ecocrystal for aid to stop the pain when an idea took 

seed—no doubt Mother Earth guided him all the while. So, rather than heal 

himself, Afet decided to use the pain to his advantage. 

Grabbing his ecocrystal, Afet used its power and imagined his skin sealing 

itself  around the protruding ribs. He imagined these bones growing in the same 

shape of  a bird’s wings. A painful feat, Afet willed it so and the magic set in and 

did as Afet commanded. Therefore, growing wings from the bones of  his back. 

It was through the weightlessness of  not being connected to anyone or anything 

he loved any longer that he discovered his ability to manipulate his own body. He 

was finally able to let go of  the pain from the loss of  his sister as well as physical 

pain, rendering him unharmable. Respectively finding blessings and strength 

within the darkness.

Afet went about teaching himself  to fly and, with this new ability, he was able 
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to reach the mountain range’s highest peak with ease.

Afet built his kingdom atop the clouds, where he used the powers of  his ecocrys-

tal to manipulate the air to his will and commanded the clouds to shape, form, 

and solidify into a large temple so high that he could never be seen among the 

heavens.

He titled his new home the Temple of  Aer.

In a similar fashion, Afet formed small winged shapes in the clouds and used 

his ecocrystal to bring said shapes to life, creating an air faerie tribe to populate 

the large temple he built, where they could live forever worshiping and praising 

his good self. He called these faeries Sylph, giving them similar powers like his 

own—though only small bits of  magic—to be able to manipulate the element 

of  air at will.

However, this was still not enough for him. Afet grew lonely and longed for 

the connection of  a partner. Therewith, he decided to create an offspring of  

his own in his own image. He gave a sample of  blood up to Mother Earth and 

magiked himself  a son. A small price to pay for a child of  his own, nay a child 

companion, as he saw him. Though I presume he always felt some guilt for leav-

ing Elénin behind.

From that moment forth, Afet put all his focus into his new companion to 

raise him and teach him all he knew so that he may one day take his place as his 

rightful heir.

Afet ruled for many centuries as Air Lord of  the Skies.



6. WATER QUEEN
(1001-1 B.T.F.)

e
lenin was ridden with grief at the abandonment of  her twin, 

brother, and best friend, Afet, causing the weather to turn for the worse. 

Using her affinity for water, Elénin unknowingly created massive storms 

throughout the sea, known as hurricanes and typhoons and tempests and any-

thing else of  the like. However, she could not have created these without the help 

of  her other half. Neither of  the twins knew how, nor did they know it was even 

possible, but together they could control the weather. For neither could do so, 

not completely anyway, without the other. I presume, as I often do, if  they did so 

by working together they could create great wonders; however, apart and in such 

dire circumstances they caused the weather to turn to destruction.

Through the shame Elénin felt for causing the death of  their creator, losing 

her brother as well as the loss of  their connection, she stood at the steps of  the 

home she and Afet had crafted and used her water ecocrystal to flood the en-

tirety of  An Gleann, creating what is now known as An Gleann Bay.
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With the entire valley underwater, Elénin sank to the bottom of  the new 

bay with it. She wanted to drown and forever remain as the base of  her sorrow. 

However, her ecocrystal would not let her die and gave her the ability to breathe 

underwater. Elénin had the idea to turn herself  into a fish instead to live forever 

in the depths of  the sea rather than remain a faerie, for she never wanted to be 

associated with the name faerie ever again because she related so much pain and 

grief  to the name.

Little did she know, her own desires would not surpass the will of  Mother 

Earth.

In deep despair and having not yet mastered her ecocrystal to the fullest, 

she was unable to perform the magic necessary and only managed to change 

the lower half  of  her body into a fish fin, also manifesting the ability to live and 

breathe underwater forevermore.

Elénin took a liking to her new image and took upon herself  the name of  

Mermaid.

With her affinity, she lured schools of  fish and many other sea creatures to 

her presence, where she used her ecocrystal to turn them into mermaids and 

mermen to populate her new city, Uiscí Domhain. She gave her merfolk the 

power to do small bits of  magic, gifting them the ability to manipulate the ele-

ment of  water much like herself.

Over many decades thenceforth, Elénin continued mastering her ecocrystal. 

She was the slowest out of  the four to do so, as her mind remained clogged with 

trauma of  the past. Elénin grew uneasy, causing her concentration to wane. She 

became unsettled with mediocrity and wanted to expand her underwater king-

dom and create two more cities, however she did not want to go about it alone. 

Elénin grew lost and sought fulfillment. Thus, using her ecocrystal and her own 

blood, she crafted a spell and gave birth to her son and heir, gifting him with 

the affinity of  water as well as all the exact same abilities she, herself, possessed.
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You see, Elénin and Afet used identical techniques to create their offspring. 

They may have lost their connection, but nothing would sever their bond.

Once Elénin’s new son grew to maturity, he helped her build another underwa-

ter city, An Boilgeoga, in the far reaches of  the North Ocean.

Her son later came to her with an idea for a third city to be built under the 

waterfalls near the neck of  the South Ocean. Water obliged and gave him free 

reign. Once complete, he named it An Eas.

The people of  the city An Eas lived aboveground, though once in the water, 

their legs transformed into a fin so that they were able to visit their brothers and 

sisters in the other underwater cities. Likewise, the merfolk of  Uiscí Domhain 

and An Boilgeoga, who had the ability to shapeshift back into the sea creatures 

they were crafted from, could also use a spell spoken in Faeriean to temporarily 

change their fins into legs, letting them walk upon the land. 

Great shame and torment lived inside Elénin. She felt trapped. She felt—

even in building her kingdom—unwanted. Though she felt trapped by her 

choices, she didn’t want her folk to feel the same, and accordingly, they were 

able to roam as they pleased while Elénin hid in her underwater castle.

She remained Water Queen of  the Seas, but her son reigned in her stead.



7. FIRE CHIEF
(1001-1 B.T.F.)

B
efoRE i am to continue, I must write somewhat of  my difficulty 

in searching for the truth of  Calbír and the history of  his Flaer. Dur-

ing the thousand years of  the siblings’ separation, there must not have 

been much documentation in all regards. I surmise it is due to the lack of  neces-

sity to scribe the facts of  their time. Much of  what I write next comes from my 

own deductions betwixt very few Flaer relics and scrolls. 

When Calbír left Regnum Magicae he traveled far into the Tirim Desert. The 

desert being hot and dry as it is, Calbír felt connected to its mysteries. He basked 

in its warmth. Calbír was the reclusive type, meaning that he liked being in 

solitary. Calbír put great effort into learning the far reaches of  his element. One 

such discovery—and the only one beknownst unto me—was his manipulation 

of  sand to glass with unmeasurable heat. He used this method, along with the 

unlimited power of  his ecocrystal, to build a sandglass castle, where he lived for 
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the next few hundred years in his welcomed solitude.

Over that time, he missed his creator terribly and longed to be back with his 

siblings. However, he knew this would never come to pass. For he knew he was 

past the point of  no return. Thus, his longing poised his mind and turned into 

much hatred for his younger siblings—especially Water for what she had done 

and the contention her doings caused. He hated his younger siblings for how 

they treated him and hated Sabín for never doing anything to stop them. He let 

his rage get the best of  him. Fire ran through his veins so fervently that it charred 

his blood, causing it to run black.

One day, in his intense acrimony, he buried his beloved castle of  glass.

And on he went to find a new home.

Calbír traveled south beyond the Tirim Desert, where he discovered an ancient 

volcano. This volcano was not yet named due to the fear of  the immense heat it 

exuded. He found it quite alluring and claimed the volcano as his own, naming 

it the Faeriean word for volcano, Bolcán.

On the south side of  Bolcán, Calbír used his ecocrystal to dig tunnels far 

under its surface. I can only imagine this was due to the volcano having liquid 

fire run like a river underneath its rocky soil. For nothing else makes sense to 

my mind as to how he accomplished this feat without the affinity of  the earth to 

come to his aid.

Therein, he used his ecocrystal to create an heir forged from the flames of  

the liquid fire. Not using his own blood like his siblings had, Calbír wanted to 

keep his faerie blood—or venom as he later called it, since it thenceforth ran 

black—pure of  corruption.

He taught his newly created heir and apprentice everything he knew and 

gifted them with all of  the same gifts Calbír, himself, possessed. He then helped 
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his apprentice create a mate and—using his ecocrystal—gifted them both the 

power to manipulate the element of  fire. This let them access the rivers of  

fire under the mountain so they might use it to build up a community of  their 

own. They then created their own offspring to populate the fire capital, Tine 

Leachtach. Calbír’s apprentice stripped the word of  faerie and took upon them-

self  the name of  Flaer and so called their people the same.

They will remain Flaer with black venom running through their veins for-

evermore.

Calbír lived alone in the tunnels under the volcano while his heir ruled. Calbír 

finally felt like he belonged. He felt like he mattered. He lived with satisfaction 

and immense pride in his creations and looked over them as they blossomed and 

built one large exclusive tribe of  Flaer.

Over time the Flaer learned to persuade and control the minds of  others 

so that they might keep humans away from their home and remain out of  sight 

since they existed closest to the human world.

Every one hundred years Calbír would come up from his home to let the Flaer 

praise him, and they would eat, drink, and be merry, telling tales and singing 

songs of  their great Fire Chief.



8. EARTH EMPRESS
(1001-2 B.T.F.)

m
uch happened during sabin’s travels and many years 

went by. Though I must say that none are noteworthy. There are 

two things you must know, however: one, that Sabín excelled in her 

powers, making her the first sibling to become a master of  magic—although it is 

not known, I suspect that Mother Earth played a great part in Sabín’s progress; 

and two, Sabín spent many years learning of  humankind to further her knowl-

edge of  all Mother Earth’s creatures as well as to understand the downfall of  

witches and how her own creation came to pass. For Mother Earth did not keep 

any secrets from Sabín.

Sabín was the first of  the faerie siblings to leave their home in Regnum Magicae. 

She was frightened to linger, and knew she must leave in order to heal from 

the great pain and loss that enveloped her. Once she decided upon this, Sabín 

traveled to the place of  her creation, the jungle, longing to connect to Mother 
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Earth in a deeper way—for Mother Earth was the only presence left in her life 

she could trust, including herself. Their creator told many stories of  such a place 

and Sabín longed to experience her creationplace. Thus, Sabín traveled directly 

west, then made her way south into the jungle, giving it a new name of  Tuar 

ceatha.

Upon entering the jungle, Sabín sensed something she never had before: 

peace. Such peace that not even her own family could provide. She immediately 

felt an immensely deep connection to the earth in its entirety, allowing her to tap 

into unknown depths of  her ecocrystal.

She spent many years wandering about the jungle, getting to know the wild-

life that inhabited the land. She learned to speak with animals organically. She 

learned to feel the energy of  the terrain around her and let the earth speak 

back to her in this manner. She reached further into all hidden corners of  her 

ecocrystal. By spending the time to recover from her long-open wounds of  the 

heart, Sabín discovered herself, her purpose, the discoveries of  the earth, a true 

home, and even more than that. All things she thought not possible. I surmise 

Sabín has been the only creature to ever walk Vvellion to feast her eyes upon 

Mother Earth in and of  the flesh. That is a testament to how connected they 

were.

Sabín had a kind soul and loved and appreciated all living creatures, both 

animals and plant life alike. She never loved another being intimately, but in-

stead found love for all things equally. She created an uber amount of  faeries 

with her ecocrystal to fill up the entire jungle.

It is not known how Sabín created her community; however, I suspect that it 

was as organic and free-flowing as her life had become. And when Earth thought 

she was finished and had all she felt she needed, she created more until there was 

a large population of  earth faerie offspring. Sabín provided enough for all to fall 

in love and have faerie children of  their own, expanding her empire evermore. 

Sabín did not want to repeat the past in any part, thus she thought by fusing the 
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best parts of  humans’ attributes into her own earth faeries’ creations, she had 

found a flawless blend of  perfection. She thought not a bad thing would ever 

happen again. Though, be not deceived, dear reader. As honorable as Sabín’s 

actions were, they were not enough to defeat the power of  the Ancient One’s 

laws.

Furthermore, Sabín ruled liberally and was the first of  the four faerie siblings 

to have so many offspring to start four communities of  her own. She created 

four earth cities from the ground itself, paying tribute to each of  her created 

siblings: Cosán in the northern hills to represent her brother Calbír, Bríomhar 

next to Lake Psy for Elénin, the over the river and under the ground city of  Cois 

abhann for herself, and the earth capital city of  Talamh Ard on top of  a lonely 

mountain, overlooking Sabín’s entire empire in the jungle as a representation of  

Afet’s temple in the clouds. 

Sabín blessed her faerie offspring with many different forms and abilities, not 

unlike her own. I have learned them to be nymphs. Nymphs who dwell in spe-

cific areas of  the environment: mountains, valleys, jungles, caves, springs, rivers, 

trees, and so on. All living among each other in peace and harmony for many 

centuries, forever blessed to animate, imitate, and maintain nature in pure form 

with Sabín as their holy Earth Empress, servant only to Mother Earth.



9. DESTINY
(2-1 B.T.F.)

n
EArly one thousand yEArs passed since the separation of  

the ecocrystals as faeries lived in peace and harmony with Mother 

Earth in accordance to their creator’s laws, secluded from the rest of  

civilization within each of  their faerie tribe’s territories

Humans coexisted within their region without them ever gaining knowledge 

of  the faeries. For faerie magic was strong and secure. Each tribe placed many 

enchantments, shields, and mind tricks upon their lands—tying them to their 

ecocrystals—so that humankind would not discover them, and the existence of  

faeries as a whole would remain a secret.

Meanwhile, the second faerie law was that they must protect humankind. 

This was a task all faeries were not exactly keen on abiding by. However, they 

found many ways around said law. Protect them, sure, though only when they 

came in contact with humans or if  humans were to wander into their lands by 

happenstance. Deflection and trickery were a faerie’s greatest tools when it came 
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to “protecting” humans. That is, until a young human explorer—smart and 

handsome—found his way into the Jungle of  Tuar ceatha.

Before I continue down that particular line of  thought, I feel compelled to tell 

you, dear reader, of  a young faerie nymph by the name of  Emh’Sarían. Now, 

Emh’Sarían lived in the earth capital Talamh Ard in Tuar ceatha Jungle where 

she served at the right hand to Her Holiness, Empress Sabín. A privilege into 

which Emh’Sarían was born. Though ‘twas a privilege, Emh’Sarían did not feel 

privileged in the slightest.

As a child she trained to do, think, breathe, and bleed one thing: protect the 

earth empress no matter the cost. It was her right. It was her duty. Sabín was a 

loving and understanding empress, but Emh’Sarían did just as she was told. For 

two hundred years she did as she was born to do. If  she did anything but, then 

it would be a great dishonor to her and her faerie bloodline.

One day, on a beautiful harvest morning, Sabín feasted with her closest friends 

and family when, suddenly, she felt someone—the human boy aforementioned—

pass through her enchantments. Immediately she called upon Emh’Sarían to as-

semble her team. Emh’Sarían did not feel it necessary to involve any others, thus 

she chose to handle the situation of  her own accord. Emh’Sarían was skilled in 

the art of  sensation and knew exactly where she must go. Thus, Emh’Sarían did 

as she was told. She retrieved her bow and arrows and departed.

Emh’Sarían traveled to the outskirts of  Tuar ceatha to investigate how and 

why a mere human had been able to get past the magical enchantments of  

Sabín’s spells. For humans had never before been able to get beyond the em-

press’ enchantments and safeguards in times past.

After several hours, Emh’Sarían spotted the human boy lurking about just 

inside the canopy of  the jungle, wandering and searching the new terrain. She 

watched from the treetops for a moment before she drew her bow back with her 



eye on her target as to scare him away. She did not want to be hindered with 

such a minuscule task any further. Somehow—and to this day no one will ever 

truly know how, not even myself  through my extensive research and analyses—

the human boy knew exactly where Emh’Sarían sat within the trees and, right 

before she released her arrow, they locked eyes.

I would not categorize this monumental event under love at first sight, no, but 

’twas something that cannot be explained. Even Mother Earth has kept such 

information locked away, secret. Some sort of  magic that went unspoken. As if  

pre-planned, preordained long ago for them to meet. Though you will shortly 

find in my writings hereafter that much weighed on this very encounter.

For the next several months, Miloheim and Emh’Sarían met in secret just with-

out the jungle’s borders. As they grew fonder of  each other they soon indeed 

developed love. Emh’Sarían was able to keep this emotion from her people; 

however, Sabín was no fool. It was true she had not spent much time worrying 

about her right hand’s personal life doings, but Sabín was masterfully skilled 

in magic. She was so connected to the earth she could detect the very moment 

baby ants were born, if  her focus so required. And since love is a very powerful 

emotion, once Sabín paid her right hand the slightest bit of  extra undivided at-

tention, she could sense a change in Emh’Sarían.

Sabín asked questions. Emh’Sarían would deflect, but lying to her empress 

was treason. For Sabín knew all. She could sense all. Mother Earth would not 

lie. To avoid the punishment for betrayal and lying to her empress, Emh’Sarían 

decided she would run away with her love and go live among the humans in 

Sworephe, the City by the Sea. And come spring, Emh’Sarían did just that. She 

packed her few belongings and left in the dead of  night.

However, as I stated, Sabín could not be fooled. She tracked Emh’Sarían’s 

movements since the discovery of  her treachery and, when Emh’Sarían depart-
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ed, Sabín sent her guards after her to stop her. Being the skilled warrior that 

Emh’Sarían was, she escaped, though only barely.

Emh’Sarían left and was never heard from again.

A mistake was made that would bring about the entire destruction of  faerie-

kind as we knew it. A mistake so catastrophic, Emh’Sarían was stripped of  her 

faerie creationright and was made human like her lover. You see, dear reader, 

Emh’Sarían and Miloheim were married—unto human standards—and had a 

child of  their own, breaking the first and most sacred faerie law established by 

their creator: never procreate with humans. Which, in turn, brought about The 

Fall of  Faeriekind.



10. The faLL oF VVELLIoN
(0 B.T.F.)

a
lmoST one yEAr later, once the child took its first breath 

there was a pulse of  great energy that reverberated throughout the 

entire land of  Vvellion. Sabín felt it in the tree roots deep beneath 

the jungle; Calbír sensed it in the fire that ran under the earth; from the depths 

of  the sea where Elénin’s merfolk resided and up to the highest points of  the 

tallest mountain where Afet reigned in the sky. Each not knowing the extent of  

its meaning, but knowing that something was, in fact, horribly wrong. Unbe-

knownst to the others, Emh’Sarían’s gravest mistake was the reason.

There then arose a great and terrible storm. A storm that has never before been 

known in all the land. Even more so than the storms created by the separation 

of  Air and Water. A storm so great that it stretched to all four corners of  Vvel-

lion. From the Tyrellious Ocean to the ocean in the north and south. There was 

terrible thunder and lightning, so much so that they shook the whole land of  
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Vvellion as if  it was about to divide asunder and be swallowed up into the depths 

of  Mother Earth’s core.

A wild tempest arose, surrounding the Flaer under Bolcán next to the Akkan-

trian Sea. The volcano erupted, causing a massive earthquake to split the earth 

between Mt. Bolcán and the Tirim Desert. The tempest carried the volcano into 

the sea, creating a divide between the new Súla Sea and the Akkantrian Sea.

The earth city of  Cosán caught fire because of  the intensity and power of  

the terrible lightning. And also the human city of  Lee caught fire, burning to ash 

in its entirety.

The sea opened up and swallowed the great city An Eas into its depths, and 

the inhabitants—the aboveground merfolk within—were lost due to their vanity 

and unpreparedness.

The earth was carried up high underneath the human city of  Sindos so 

that in the place of  the city there became a great mountain. That mountain 

continued to form more mountains, one after the other, causing what once was 

a forest in a flat valley to turn into the vast mountain range known today as the 

Du Mytra Mountains. This, in turn, created a perfect separation between the 

humans of  the land and the earth faerie nymphs of  the jungle.

Sworephe, the City by the Sea, on the edge of  an extremely tall cliff, split in 

two. The north half  of  Sworephe sank to sea level and wiped out all of  that part 

of  the city and its inhabitants who lived therein.

A massive hurricane built up and there was a great and terrible destruction 

in the land southward. The whole face of  the land across the Akkantrian Sea 

was changed, as well as the land to the far east, thus becoming desolate due to 

the destruction of  the storms and rage of  Mother Earth, which laid to waste to 

all, including the human inhabitants thereon. A curse of  a wild impenetrable fog 

was placed upon the land southward, and much ice covered the desolate land 

in the far east.

Many other cities were burned, and many cities were shaken until their 
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buildings within had fallen to the earth, and the inhabitants perished, and the 

places were left desolate save for a handful of  the worthy. There were some cities 

that remained, but the damage was exceedingly great, and there were many in 

them who were lost to the Ghost.

Subsequently, the face of  the whole land of  Vvellion became changed, be-

cause of  the tempests and the thunderings and lightnings and the tornados and 

the volcano eruptings and the quakings of  the earth.

The enchantments and shields of  protection each faerie tribe placed upon 

their tribes—so they would not be disturbed or discovered—were brought down, 

causing humans to wander about and into their territories, seeking refuge.

No doubt, I deduce, a spell was placed upon each of  the faerie laws by their cre-

ator. A spell bound so tight by magic in such an intricate and beautiful way that 

if  a law were to be broken, such magic would ignite a chain reaction of  terrible 

events, causing great revenge upon all of  the land and those who broke his laws.

The Last Witch’s cry from beneath.



11. TROSBY anD TROLTAG
(0-3 A.T.F.)

t
he necessity to write meREly a word in regard to two of  the 

evilest men in Vvellion’s history is grievous unto my heart. My mind is 

plagued with their backstory. So much so that I do see some truth in 

their thinking, however perverse it may be. Regardless, I find it of  paramount 

importance to share a brief  account of  the actions of  the humans so that your 

opinion may be formed of  your own accord. Mother Earth has willed me to do 

so; however, I will be brief  and only tell what is necessary to this faerie tale.

First of  all, I must implore you to understand that despite all the great evolution-

ary qualities faeries themselves possess, they are not the friendliest of  creatures. 

They are rude, selfish, self-indulgent, vain—these faults petrify one’s soul the 

second one lays eyes upon them. They hold their honor at the highest regard, 

not to mention they are loyal to a fault. Follow their laws, yes, they must; though 

a faerie views their laws most like guidelines, pushing their boundaries to their 
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very edge. After the first of  the three laws was broken, a chain reaction of  magic, 

or loss thereof, began to unfurl.

At the moment of  the elf ’s birth, there began a curse upon the land. So great 

a curse that there was much jealousy and anger amid the human race. First 

among themselves, causing thousands to fall by the sword during battle. This 

caused many to retreat and find refuge in even still unknown corners of  Vvel-

lion. Of  which all those who wandered became lost and were never again seen.

Upon learning of  faeries’ existence, humans did not like that they were in-

ferior to faeriekind. This began near the end of  the first year of  The Fall and 

caused the rise of  a great and terrible man whose name was Trosby, a man of  

great stature. He was noted for his incredible strength, more than any other hu-

man among all of  Vvellion.

Now, during the space of  two years, Trosby and his brother, Troltag, spent 

their time preaching against faeriekind to turn the minds and hearts of  humans 

toward their own cause. They succeeded in this more than they dared hope and 

many of  the human race, if  not all, voted to make the eldest brother, Trosby, 

their king. Thereupon taking his new place on the human throne, he caused 

his people to turn their weapons of  war from each other toward faeries. King 

Trosby, with the help of  his brother, built an army so great that tens of  thousands 

followed in their wake. The king and his brother received massive strength from 

their army, growing more evil, vile, dark by each passing day.

It was not until the moment they stood atop their castle on the cliff and over-

looked the sheer numbers of  what they’d created that they knew they could not 

lose. Troltag was sure of  it. Though magic was still new to the human world, and 

little did they know there was magic at play they could not understand.

I learned of  this next brief  exchange of  words from a lowly servant boy many 

years ago. He told of  a weakness all humans fall prey to, even a supposed power-
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ful king. This weakness would become a hereditary trait each king would possess 

from that time forth. To be human means to be vulnerable to the worst of  emo-

tions. Faerie did surely succumb to such emotions, though they were not slaves 

to them as humans were.

An account of  one conversation is as follows:

“Brother Tros, we did it! We have an enemy and we did everything we need-

ed to do to make sure we kill every last one of  them,” Troltag said with great 

excitement.

“Yes, we did, my beloved brother. But I’m nervous that it’s not enough.”

“Trust me, Tros. We can’t be defeated. Once we send this great army out to 

battle they won’t be able to overcome our numbers. I’ve heard from many that 

the faeries are pretty little creatures that don’t like to get their hands dirty. Trust 

me. We outnumber them and we will wipe them off the face of  the earth and 

take all they own.” Troltag paused for a moment to take in his premature victory. 

“Look at this! We can’t lose,” he added.

“I know. Thank you. You give me strength, Tag. We will defeat those pests 

and all will sing our names for the rest of  history. Together, you and I will be 

victorious!”

It is important to note that King Trosby had his doubts because this would 

inevitably become his undoing; however, he stood unwavering in his mission to 

dispatch all of  faeriekind.

In the second year of  King Trosby’s reign and the third year since The Fall 

of  Vvellion, the king and his brother took their great army and marched with 

them into battle, leaving their City by the Sea, Sworephe, to travel across the 

newly formed Du Mytra Mountain range, where they reached the Sea of  Sao-

irse, crossed its neck, and made their way into the Tirim Desert near the water’s 

edge. Trosby and Troltag knew they were being watched and were sure they 

would be met for battle, and their plan to destroy and rule all of  Vvellion would 
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surely come to fruition.



12. SEVENTEEN YEArs WAR
(3-20 A.T.F.)

C
albir felt a grave shift in energy and sent out spies to learn 

of  the humans’ movements. Not a week’s time passed when Calbír 

heard of  the king’s plans to take up arms against any who would not 

bow to him. Fire commanded his Flaer to follow him and made his way to the 

Aer Temple to enlist the help of  his younger brother in the sky in hopes that, 

despite their differences, they might be able to join forces to thwart their new 

common enemy.

Afet, perched at the highest peak, saw Calbír coming and flew down and met 

him at the foot of  his mountain. His Sylph children followed in his wake.

They conversed and Calbír explained his plight, asking for his brother’s assis-

tance. “The humans have lifted their arms against us, brother, and have marched 

in rancor to destroy our kind. I have many trusted spies who have blessed me 

with this information. I beg of  thee, brother, call upon thine own tribe and the 

tribes of  our sisters and help me rid the world of  this…plague.” Calbír spoke the 
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last word with so much disgust and spit venom upon the ground.

“I am pleased to see thee, but I will do no such thing, mine elder brother,” 

Afet called after him. “I have spent much of  mine younger life with angst and 

ignorance against the world, against…Elénin, and I refuse to go back to what I 

once was. I have tormented thee and caused much anger to grow inside of  thee. 

For this, I am eternally sorry, mine dear brother. Though it has been many years, 

this anger blinds thee still. Furthermore, I shall not open mine rebellion against 

our late father. He has cursed us once from the neglect of  Sabín. For the winds 

have brought me such news. The winds speak many truths and I shall not tempt 

our father’s remaining laws. Níl.”

Calbír hurried forward. “Afet, mine younger brother, it is beyond apology 

now, durst thee not think? Regardless, thou must reconsider what I ask of  thee. 

For if  thou durst not we shall all surely perish! The humans outnumber our 

tribes if  we durst not join forces and fight as one! Thou knows we are unable to 

harm them. Our father has forbidden it by magic. I shall not mean to tempt his 

laws further either. Resultantly, we need thee and our sisters to drive the humans 

back and scare them off! For who are we but faeries! More powerful than they.

Afet said calmly, “Elder brother, the words I have spoken ring ever true as if  

they are written in the stars in the sky.”

“No! Thou must help! Thou must fight!” Calbír yelled back, losing his tem-

per out of  fear.

“Calbír,” Afet urged, moving calmly toward his older brother, “thou durst 

not hear me. Therefore, to prove the finality of  mine decision, we shall bury our 

weapons for peace—or rather, our weapons of  war for the sake of  peace—at 

the foot of  this mountain of  mine home to prove to thee that I shall not do what 

thou asks. I will not test our father further and let mine people fall into his traps.”

“But the humans will be upon us in less than a day’s time! If  thou durst not 

fight alongside me, thou and thy people shall surely be slaughtered like cattle! 

We all will!”
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“Then let them come. I shall hope to persuade their king to better terms. 

We…shall…not…fight.” With Afet’s final word he went to do as he said and, 

with his tribe, they buried their weapons at the foot of  the mountain.

Calbír turned back to his tribe, fuming with anger, and encircled fire around 

him. He called them to take up arms against the human army. They stood where 

they were, in formation, until the human army crossed the remainder of  the 

Tirim Desert.

Calbír was met by King Trosby; his brother, Troltag; and their great army the 

following day at dawn. Even though King Trosby’s army outnumbered them 

fifty to one, Calbír went forth without fear, for he knew the strength and powers 

of  his tribe would more than make up for their lack of  numbers. So as to not 

upset his creator’s law, Calbír made sure that his tribe would not kill or harm the 

humans, only to hold them off and drive them back to their own lands.

Thus, they ran into battle.

The humans fought their way through the Flaer, leaving both Fire and Air under 

attack simultaneously. Once the humans came upon them they began slaughter-

ing Air’s tribe, due to Afet’s refusal to fight. They did as was said and had buried 

their weapons and were unable to defend themselves. They stood as statues as 

blood was spilled and many lives were lost. So much so that four hundred and 

sixty and three of  the air faerie Sylph were slain before the humans realized they 

were not fighting back. The humans paused for a moment, not wanting to fight 

those who would not defend themselves. The human king’s brother, Troltag, 

would not have this and commanded his brother’s army to continue to kill all fa-

eries no matter the circumstance. Trosby did not object, therefore, they pressed 

on. The Flaer fought to protect their kin in the sky but to no avail. For by doing 

so they grew weaker and left themselves open to much slaughter as well.

The humans continued until two thousand and ten and seven faeries, both 
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Flaer and Sylph alike, were slain. Afet then called the rest of  his tribe back due to 

the maliciousness and hardness of  the hearts of  men. He had hoped they would 

cease, but his hope was in vain and he lost many that day.

When the night came, the humans receded and slept with their swords in hand. 

And on the second day, they fought from sun up to sun down and when the night 

came for the second time, the humans became so drunk with rage toward the 

faeries that they continued forward to find and slay them well into that night.

Calbír grew angry with hatred at the loss of  his people and took to battle 

with King Trosby. He could sense doubt in the king’s heart. Doubt that Calbír 

saw as weakness. Their fight went until midday on the morrow. Calbír used 

much magic of  his element and smote King Trosby with much fire even after he 

was dead, turning him to a pile of  ash. Calbír was the first of  all faeriekind to 

slay a human, breaking the second of  the faerie laws.

In that very moment, the faerie ecocrystals grew dim and a curse spread 

throughout the land, and all faerie magic ceased thenceforth.

Calbír, fire chief  of  his people, found that he was not able to use his magical 

powers against the humans any longer.

King Trosby’s brother, Troltag, came against Calbír in his brother’s stead. 

Calbír drew back what was left of  his tribe and retired to their new island.

Troltag accepted Calbír’s defeat for but a moment, and took command of  

his brother’s army—for he took his brother’s place as king—to go forth unto all 

the land and destroy any faeries they came across. No rock was to be left un-

turned, and Troltag vowed to find and destroy the Flaer single-handedly after-

ward. To his pleasure, Troltag wanted to leave the Flaer alive to witness the fall 

of  their kin before killing them himself. He wanted them to suffer. He wanted 

them to feel as he had felt at the loss of  his brother and king.

Many years went by during which fear swept the land of  Vvellion in the name of  
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Troltag. So great and lasting was the war between humans and faeries that the 

whole face of  Vvellion was covered with the bodies of  the dead, both humans 

and faeries alike. All faeries lost their protection and, more importantly, their 

use of  magic from breaking faerie laws; all they had left was their extra strength, 

which was no match for the numbers Troltag carried. Their own fear bled into 

their being, for magic was the core of  their existence, and without it, they had to 

relearn how to live, how to be.

The ecocrystals held a dim strain of  magic. However, none wanted to chance 

using this magic for fear of  running out completely, since faerie life would cease 

to exist. If  the light of  the ecocrystals were to be extinguished, then faeries would 

surely perish. Therefore, the faeries stood alone and vulnerable in their suffer-

ings.

Afet would not budge on his position of  no violence, therefore he would be 

of  no help. Afet remained in his Aer Temple where he and the remainder of  his 

people mourned for the losses they suffered. Fire, too, would not fight anymore. 

The Flaer remained where they were, for they lost nearly all of  their people from 

the great battle against the king

Upon learning that her brothers would not continue to battle, Sabín be-

grudgingly begged her sister Elénin to fight along her side to demolish this threat 

once and for all. Elénin obliged and thus Earth and Water took to war with the 

humans in hopes to wipe them off the face of  the land. With Calbír already 

breaking the second law, they felt they had free rein to destroy the human race. 

Though fighting without the aid of  their magic took a toll on them until they 

learned how to function without it. This took some time, but eventually they 

were able to rely heavily on their physical skills to gain the upper hand.

Regardless, Troltag did not cease to pursue Calbír, for he had sworn ven-

geance against Calbír for the blood of  his brother. Troltag abandoned his army 

to the other faerie tribes and searched for Calbír to face him one on one.

Troltag pursued Calbír to the shores of  the Flaer island, where they fought 
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day and night for three days. In the end, Calbír defeated Troltag and beheaded 

him. Calbír brought the head of  their leader to his army. They ran fearfully, for 

if  a being could defeat the great and powerful Troltag, then that being must have 

been even more powerful still.

This very act ended the Seventeen Years War.



13. FROM The WITCH’S GraVE
(20 A.T.F.)

l
ittle is known of the forthcoming events. Though what is known 

is of  the gravest importance.

Each sibling removed their ecocrystal from whence they hid it and traveled back 

to where it all started.

Air was the first to arrive due to his ability to fly and his close proximity. The 

others followed shortly thereafter.

An account of  conflab via Sabín is as follows:

Earth stated, “Much has happened that I do not need to retell. We have 

spent many years apart. We have all been successful in our desires. I, mineself, 

grew comfortable and I must take responsibility for mine neglect. For this, I 

apologize. I know tragedy has befallen us all. But we have been brought here for 

one purpose and one purpose only—”

Elénin cut her sister off. “And what would this said purpose be, dear sister? 
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I have not a desire to remain here longer than is needed. Let us be swift in this 

resolve.”

And so it was done.

After much time in counseling and discussing, not a thing had come to volition. 

It wasn’t until the fifth day that their disputations were interrupted by the voice 

of  their witch father. His words were not above a whisper and pierced to the 

center of  their beings.

One shall be born through true love and defiance,

Born to be half  of  one yet also the other.

The blood of  foes now must form an alliance,

A mirror of  iniquity and sin set to cover.

Form new waters thou must wade through

The air that passes is aloof  with contention.

From the Earth thou must look for guidance and residue,

A fire burns as time lapses after the ascension.

A creature shall be born of  the heart on Fire,

Such creature has never in Air been before seen.

A creature of  magic so shall gift their inner Earth desire,

Such creature over Water will born again be seen.

Elf  in being never before created

Must be found to conclude thy misbehavior.

Thy creator needs serve thy venom to remain uncontaminated,

The cause of  The Fallen will then be thy savior.

A veil of  forgetfulness in turn thou is in need,

The perspective of  tribes will soon be the judge.

The elf  in love not belonging to any must be freed,

Only time will tell with diligence of  a long trudge.

Lost are the crystals to remain
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Until the one shall brave to recover.

To end the Dark Age thou must do to refrain

from using the magic of  one’s true lover.

A mirror of  iniquity and sin set to cover,

The cause of  the fallen will then be thy savior.

Upon the completion of  the prophecy spoken to them by their creator, there 

was a brilliant flash of  bright light and a loud clap like that of  thunder, and 

all four siblings were struck dumb where they stood; they fell comatose to the 

ground for the space of  ninety hours, or three days in full.

After the fourth day thence, they awakened and unanimously agreed upon the 

best course of  further action: abide by the last faerie law. In order to do so they 

quickly—and out of  sheer fear—agreed upon the mixing of  their ecocrystals via 

trading with one another—so they each held a different ecocrystal than that of  

their own—to hide away from all, including each other.

They then bid each other farewell, for they knew not when they would meet 

again if  ever they would.



14. The VEIL
(20-421 A.T.F.)

r
umors of the pROphecy spREad as the heads of  the faerie 

tribes traveled all across the land of  Vvellion in search for the proph-

esied elf. Word of  the prophecy first traveled by faerie to enlist the 

help of  all to find the savior, but over time the rumors of  such a being reached 

human ears and speculation ran amok.

Four generations passed away while each of  the faerie children spent time 

searching for and enlisting others to aid in their quest to achieve the prophecy 

in all its grace. They knew they would find the elf  child—born to Emh’Sarían 

and her human lover—in their desperation, making hibernation null and void.

They failed.

During the third generation that passed since the prophecy was given, a group 

of  rogue faeries broke off from their respective tribes, for they did not agree with 
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the way their leaders were handling the situation of  their savior. They thought 

that if  they found the elf  child first, then they would be able to control the 

prophecy, and then the future of  Vvellion. This group consisted of  multiple 

members of  each faerie tribe—with their leader being a man by the name of  

Lúsarían, who was a well-respected member of  the air tribe before his untimely 

and bitter dissension. 

Lúsarían preached much against his lord and caused many to turn their 

hearts and minds away from the ideals of  a “savior.” He did not believe his lord 

to have told the full truth and thought the prophecy to be a trick, leaving only 

the original faeries to know of  the prophecy in its fullness. Many, in turn, agreed 

and followed in his wake and they took up arms against their own kin for power.

Three of  the original faerie children—all except for Afet, for he remained 

steadfast in his resolve to never fight—would not have this. Therefore, they took 

to battle any faerie who would not follow in their truth. This because they knew 

with surety of  what their father spoke. None perished in this battle so as not to 

disturb the last untouched law. Thus, The Fae fled and were never heard of  or 

seen again.

Four hundred and twenty and one years passed away since the time of  The Fall 

of  Vvellion.

One day, in the midst of  scrambling to solve the mystery of  the prophecy, Sabín 

declared she’d had enough of  the unknown and called a meeting with her sib-

lings. She commanded they meet back at their old home once again.

An account from her point of  view is hereafter:

Before her arrival, Sabín could sense three beings within the city center. 

Two unmovable and waiting. One anxiously pacing back and forth where they 

resided.

“Cad é an bhrí atá leis seo?” Calbír called after her as Sabín rounded the 
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corner of  an ancient rundown estate. She paused for a moment before she then 

began walking toward her siblings.

“Let us speak in the tongue of  the native humans. For I do not trust that we 

are not being watched,” Sabín said. “The Fae remain nearby.”

Calbír scoffed with a light chuckle. “Do not be so naive, Deirfiúr. None can 

pass our enchantments, and the reibiliúnaithes”—meaning rebels—“have not 

been seen in years.”

“Even still. Moving forward, I am sure thou hast guessed, dear brother, that 

our slánaitheoir”—meaning savior—“has not yet been found,” Sabín called af-

ter him pointedly.

“Well—” Elénin began.

“—it is obvious—” Afet continued.

“—is it not?” Elénin finished with an exchanged look with her long-lost twin. 

Both left the old habit of  finishing each other’s sentences uncommented.

Sabín had eyes locked on Calbír the entire time. She slowly moved her gaze 

from him toward Water and Air. “Then thou might have guessed as to mine 

summoning thee, mine family. Something must be done. I grow tired of  these 

long games.” She paused and repeated, “Something must be done.” 

There was an awkward exchange of  looks before Calbír spoke next. “And 

what is it thou would have us do, sister? We have searched the four corners of  

Vvellion and back and still,” he took a beat to gesture to the world around them, 

“no savior! We have searched high and low and at what cost? Cén costas!” 

He was flustered, Sabín knew it. She felt the same way.

“Then thou knows of  what we must do. It is quite clear. It has been foretold. 

Geimhreadh,” Sabín said to no one in particular.

“Thou cannot mean hibernation?” Afet asked calmly.

Elénin chimed in, “The prophecy did not say—”

Sabín cut her off. “The prophecy said ‘A veil of  forgetfulness in turn thou is 

in need’ and I am sure I can speak for all of  Vvellion when I say that that need is 
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greater now than ever. Our people are being slaughtered! Many have given their 

lives—including the humans—and I shall not stand by idly while blood is being 

spilled. Afet, brother, how canst thou not see? Calbír, it is as plain as the heat of  

the sun on a clear summer day. Elénin, the waters grow cold. The humans are 

a contentious and jealous bunch and I refuse to stand aside while our numbers 

dwindle at their hands.”

“Ná labhair liom de mo chuid daoine!” Calbír uttered with venom in his 

words. “Thou knowest nothing of  the loss I have suffered. Of  the loss we have—

”

“A dheartháir a chara, I know all too well of  thy suffering. You forget of  mine 

abilities even without magic. Foremost, I remind thee of  mine senses. Thou ooze 

loss…and it pains me so,” Sabín said curtly.

There was a brief  moment where Sabín thought Calbír might challenge her.

Instead, he hung his head.

Afet stepped forward. “I agree with our sister,” he said toward Elénin and 

Calbír. “Mine people have sacrificed their lives to try to reason with the humans. 

We have failed. Then mine own kin stepped to challenge me, to challenge us all. 

Desperate times, we are in. The prophecy must then be fulfilled. Let us not delay 

any further what our father told us to be truth.”

Sabín continued after Afet finished speaking, “We are at the end of  our era, 

and until the savior surfaces, we must do as our father counseled. His words ring 

true to my ears. Nevertheless, I have spent much time thinking of  this matter. 

Therefore, here is what I propose.”

Sabín went on to explain the plan she’d concocted. She said that they would 

conjure a spell she created herself  that would place all of  faeriekind in a deep 

slumber, and only their savior could awaken them. The spell would then place a 

veil on the minds of  all of  Vvellion to keep from remembering the very existence 

of  faeriekind. It was a spell so strong and so complex, Sabín’s siblings had no 

choice but to praise her for her talents.
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Though their tribes would be in hibernation, four were chosen to watch over 

Vvellion while faeries slumbered. Four were chosen to aid in the elf ’s mission to 

save them all. Four were chosen and called to meet the original faeries in the old 

witch city.

The chosen had arrived over the next several days with the four ecocrystals in 

hand. The plan was explained in grave detail and they all worked together to 

cast the complex spell Sabín had crafted. Once complete, they had seven days 

henceforth—on the first day of  harvest, four hundred and twenty and one years 

since the Fall of  Vvellion—before the spell would be brought into motion. Each 

went their separate ways, placed the ecocrystals back where they were hidden, 

and set their affairs in order before time ran out.

Fire was the first to fall away into hiding, followed by the twins, and lastly, Sabín. 

Wisely, Sabín knew it was her duty to right her wrong, thus she tasked herself  

with the completion of  the spell on the last day before harvest.

Sabín encapsulated her ecocrystal into its protective place after such a task 

was complete, and from thenceforth all of  Vvellion went into darkness.



15. AFTER The faLL

t
ime slipped awAY as yEArs grew into decades and decades 

grew into centuries. Now, none live who remember a time when faeries 

roamed the land of  Vvellion. None except one, the elf, the savior. For 

the spell Sabín created would not affect the elf  because they are neither human 

nor faerie but a hybrid of  the two.

Soon, the chosen shall awaken and it will be their duty to find, protect, and 

aid the elf  to reunite the ecocrystals to awaken faeriekind as a whole and bring 

about peace to Vvellion once again. There is no greater honor.

Faeries were gifted magic to carry on its work. Magic has and always will 

remain at the heart of  existence, providing balance to the world. It is its duty. 

Though without the four ecocrystals, the balance of  the elements is off and 

without the protection of  the ecocrystals, the longevity of  faerie life is dwindling 

even while they are hidden away in hibernation.

The separation of  the ecocrystals from Regnum Magicae all those centuries 
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ago supposedly ended the era of  The Fall, but the Dark Age is alive and well, 

consuming the hearts of  all humans to commit all manners of  iniquity.

Peace must be restored or faeries will remain hidden away from the world, 

slowly dwindling away into nothingness.

And this is where I leave you, dear reader. I was sent to tell this very story for 

your aid.

Be wise and cautious in this thing, for you shall be challenged beyond your 

own comprehension. Tested and tried, you will be, to the very brink of  your en-

ergy, your magic. Protect it. Protect faeriekind. Protect the last remaining unbro-

ken law and do what you were born to do. For all of  Vvellion is counting on you.

Mother Earth be with you always. Mother Earth is good and true.

Beannaithe Naofa.
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